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Sundar Sinnappan, a senior
computer engineering student
at UCF, is one of seven finalists
in the "Florida College Student
of the Year" contest, sponsored
by Florida Leader magazine.
The winner will be announced
Friday, April 12. Of the 21
students selected to compete in
the contest, Sinnappan was the
only UCF student.
The statewide contest recognizes students who balance
three characteristics: working
to support themselves through
school, demonstrating superior
academic proficiency, and
showing concern for and involvement in issues. Winners
receive $30,000 in scholarships.

Star speaker
Actress Jayne Meadows will
be the keynote speaker at the
18th Women's Enrichment
Clinic at the Orlando Expo
Center on Thursday, April 18.
Meadows has received a
Grammy nomination and four
Emmy nominations.
The clinic is co-sponsored
by the Orange County Medical
Society Auxiliary and UCF's
division of student affairs.
Sessions ranging from personal
communication to financial
planning head a list of topics in
the program. Cost is $25.
For information, call x2821.

Summer sports
Recreational services offers
softball and volleyball leagues
this summer.
Softball registration for the
May 6-July 19 season is Monday, April 15-May 1. Social
softball, with games tentatively
scheduled Mondays, is $125 a
team. Class "C" League
softball, games tentatively
scheduled Wednesdays and
Thursdays, is $195 a team.
Volleyball registration for
the May 20-Aug. 2 season is
May 1-15. Social volleyball, on
Wednesdays and Thursdays, is
$30 a team. Power volleyball,
on Mondays and Thursdays, is
$60 a team.
Those interested can register
in recreational services, room
101. For information, call
Loren Knutson, x2408.
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, Florida 32816
Address Correction Requested

Founders' Day ceremony
honors faculty, students
University will be closed two hours for convocation

The University of
Central Florida's best
and brightest will be
honored at the
Founders' Day
• What: Founders' Day
Achievement ConvoAchievement Convocation
cation later this
• WherefStudent Center
month.
Auditorium
Academic
• When: Wednesday,
achievements by
April 17,10 a.m.-noon
students and faculty
• Why: To recognize
will be recognized
outstanding
faculty and
publicly at the
students
convocation, now in
its third year. The
ceremony will be in
the Student Center Auditorium on Wednesday, April 17,
at 10:15 a.m.
Because of the importance of the ceremony, all
classes have been canceled that day from 10 a.m. to noon
to allow everyone at the university to attend.
As in the past, awards will be given to recognize

Just the facts

student excellence in earned grade point averages and in
research.
This year, the newly-established Founders' Awards
will be given to seven students, each of whom has done
outstanding work in a single discipline.
Some of UCF's founding subscribers will be on hand
to make these $100 cash awards which are being funded
by the UCF Foundation. Students who are in the university honors program and those in honors in major programs will also be recognized, as will members of UCF
honor societies.
Faculty will receive awards for teaching and for
research and other creative activities. In addition, awards
will be given to the Outstanding Teacher of the Year,
Outstanding Researcher of the Year and Outstanding
Librarian of the Year.
Emeritus faculty, retiring faculty and faculty completing 20 years of service will be recognized for their contributions to the university.
The UCF Concert Band will participate in this year's
ceremony. The Central Florida Research Park has agreed
to underwrite most of the costs of the day's activities.

In class of her own,
professor's career
not limited to school
Pat Manning, it seems, should be
tired of education. After all, she's
been teaching for more than three
decades.
But instead of spending as little
time as possible in the classroom, the
University of Central Florida education professor is likely more involved
now than ever. Manning, who has
taught every grade from first to 12th
as well as college students, was
recently appointed to Florida Education Commissioner Betty Caster's
transition team ... and the Center for
Adult Literacy Advisory Council in
Brevard County ... and the board of
directors for the Summer Industrial
Fellowship for Teachers. Oh, and last
year she was elected to the Brevard
County School Board. She does all
this, by the way, while teaching at
UCF's Brevard campus.
Manning, it seems, never will tire
of work in the education field.
She decided last year she wanted

to do more than teach, so she ran for
the Brevard County School Board.
. With her experience as a teacher,
guidance counselor and school
administrator, Manning felt, "I could
do things for the school district that
other people couldn't do."
Manning said her induction into
the world of politics was, "unbelievable and exciting."
She is one of five women on the
board — a school board first — and
is working to provide services for
students, including using schools to
provide recreational activities
outside normal school hours.
"We have to provide for students
now or else we are going to have
some real problems," she said.
Another of Manning's ideas is to
further use school facilities by having
classes taught year-around.
"The way we run schools is like
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Special insert

Plan designed
to guide UCF
The vision of the University of Central Florida's
future is coming into sharper
focus under a nearly completed strategic plan that identifies institutional strengths,
defines UCF's mission and
sets objectives to guide the
university into the next
century. These features of the
strategic plan are presented in
a special eight-page insert in
this issue.
The plan will be presented
and discussed at an open
forum in Phillips Hall, room
115, on Thursday, April 18 at 4
p.m. Subject to refinements
produced there, the strategic
plan is to provide the framework for further planning and
action aimed at fully implementing the mission and
accomplishing the objectives.

Please see CLASS, page 3

Next Issue Of The UCF Report is April 24 * Deadline April 17
Non-Profit Organization
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Memorandum
To: Faculty, A&P
From: Barth Engert, commencement committee
Subject: Commencement procession

Decals may be purchased at the parking services office on Monday-Thursday,
7:30 a.m.-6 p.m., and Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Vehicle registration is required for all
purchases.
For information, contact parking services at x5812.

University of Central Florida commencement ceremonies are scheduled on May 6
in the gymnasium:
• College of Arts and Sciences, 8 a.m.
• College of Business Administration and Liberal Studies, 11 a.m.
• College of Education, 2:30 p.m.
• College of Engineering, College of Health and Professional Studies, 7 p.m.
The procession line-up will begin 20 minutes prior to each ceremony at room 174,
in the Education Building. You may enter from the east side of the building or through
the lobby. Directional signs will be posted.
For information, call x5907 or x2691.
To: All faculty
From: Marcy Kelley, registrar's office
Subject: Grade collection rolls for spring term
The 1991 spring term grade collection rolls will be delivered to your office in a
few days. The rolls must be completed and returned to the registrar's office no later
than noon on May 8.
It will help us when processing the rolls if you complete the forms in ink.
If your section is large enough to require multiple grade roll pages, please be sure
to sign the bottom of each grade roll page. Each student must be assigned a grade. The
faculty member can assign the grade of A, B, C, D, F, I, (S or U for research, thesis or
dissertation), but cannot assign the student a grade of W, WP, WF or X.
If you have any questions, contact Kelley at x3013.

The selection process for 1991-92 Employee Grants-in-Aid program participants
will begin soon. Applicants will be screened and ranked within the next month; the
Legislature's funding decisions will determine the number of participants who will be
selected. Your support is requested for female and ethnic minority faculty members,
A&P and USPS staff who wish to apply.
The program operates under guidelines from the Board of Regents stemming
from our desegregation commitments. Its original intent was to assist AfricanAmerican employees, who may have delayed their educational plans to enter the job
market. Several years ago, the legislature expanded this program to include women
(of all races). I hope you will participate in your employees' efforts to further their
education by encouraging eligible employees to apply.
A screening committee will rank applicants and recommend candidates to me
based on such factors as under representation within the applicant's designated
degree program or discipline; academic progress to date; and contribution to be made
by applicants after they achieve the degree. Selected candidates may be awarded one
or two semesters of leave; recipients' departments will be awarded funds to assist in
replacing the services of the participant(s). lanet Balanoff of the EEO office will be
happy to answer any further questions you may have concerning this program.
To: University community
From: Cynthia Scales, equal opportunity and affirmative action programs office
Subject: Paid education leave

To: University community
From: Wilson Rosario, finance and accounting
Subject: Sales tax exemption
Please remember that sales tax exemptions are allowed only when purchases are
made through the purchasing department (i.e.. Purchase Orders, Limited Purchase
Orders, Short Invoices, etc.).
Purchases made by an individual authorized by the department, who will subsequently be reimbursed, are not exempt according to Florida Statute No. 12A-1.001. The
individual should pay the sales tax and he or she can be reimbursed on a Reimbursement for Expenses Other Than Travel form.
If you have any questions, please call x2541.
To: Full-time university employees (A&P, faculty, USPS)
From: Parking service office
Subject: Reserved parking spaces
The universty's parking service office has been authorized to sell 100 24-hour
reserved parking spaces to full-time employees (A&P, faculty and USPS). The cost per
decal will be $205 for a calendar year, and issuance will be on a first-come, first-pay
basis.
Advance sale of the 1991-92 reserved decals will be May 1, beginning at 7:30 a.m.
Interested employees may pay for a reserved space by coming in person to the
parking services office on the aforementioned date.
Remaining reserved spaces will not be sold until luly 15, at 7:30 a.m.
Reserved spaces may be purchased in the paved lot of your choice. Additional
details will be furnished when the decal is purchased.
You cannot reserve your space by phone. However, you may contact Ina Carpenter, x5518, or Shirley Bordner, x5854, for additional information.
To: University community
From: Sgt. Sandra McClendon, police department
Subject: Decal thefts
Warning, the sale of new decals marks the beginning of an increase in parking
decals that are reported lost or stolen. Those who avoid purchase by stealing must rely
on your carelessness.
The office of crime prevention advises that you affix your decal to your vehicle
properly and immediately after purchase.
Lost or stolen decals should be reported to police as soon as possible. The parking
services office will require a police report and replacements will be issued at half the
cost of the original decal.

Applications for the 1991-92 Grants-in-Aid program are being accepted. Although
funding for this program is contingent upon approval by the Florida Legislature, the
process of screening and ranking applicants will begin now so that you may begin to
plan for the fall.
The intent of the program is to help women, African-American, and other ethnic
minority employees earn a bachelor's, master's or Ph.D. so they can be eligible for
more responsible jobs in their chosen career fields.
Who may apply: Female, African-American, or other ethnic minority employees
of UCF who have been employed at least six months as of the application date.
What: Faculty and A&P employees are eligible for up to two semesters of fully
paid educational leave; USPS employees are eligible for up to two semesters of fully
paid educational leave and a stipend.
Participants must sign a notarized promissory note pledging to continue employment with UCF or the State University System for a period twice the length of their
leave.
How to apply: Fill out an application, attach a transcript and have the application
signed by your dean, director or department chair; in addition, secure a letter of
recommendation from your supervisor.
These administrators have been notified of the program's intent and have been
encouraged to support the educational goals of employees. Applications are available
in your department or are available in ADM 330, the equal opportunity and affirmative action programs office.
Selection will be made by a committee representing faculty, A&P and USPS. The
committee will be assisted in its task by the staff of the equal opportunity and affirmative action programs office. Ranking of applications will take into account such factors
as degree programs, current representation with the discipline nationally and at UCF,
academic progress toward the degree, and other factors.
Guidelines of the program are outlined in Chancellor's Memorandum CM-8506.2. The memorandum and a summary of recipients' obligations are available for
review in ADM 330.
This program's continuation depends on the funding decision of the 1991 Florida
Legislature. Committee ranking does not convey a guarantee of a grant. Grant awards
will be announced by President Altman as soon as possible following budget allocation decisions. Applications are due by Monday, April 22.
To: Administrative council
From: lanet Park, equal opportunity and affirmative action programs office
Subject: Resources for hiring officials
This is a reference list of resources available in the office of equal opportunity and
affirmative action programs for hiring officials and search committee chairs. They
should be secured by your department when a vacancy is being filled. If you need any
of these materials, call x2348.
• "Search Committee Handbook": This serves as a rule under the Florida Administrative Code. A description of the entire process is provided, with guidelines,
options at each stage, and suggested non-discriminatory interview questions.
• "Vacancy Announcement Procedures": Describes which positions have to be
posted in the State University System, which have to be advertised, and what scope
the searches normally include.
• "Posting Dates": Deadline dates for transmitting SUS Position Vacancy Announcements to EEO for review and forwarding to appropriate vice presidential
offices and the Board of Regents. Lists earliest possible closing dates; departments
may select any weekday beyond that to coincide with other advertising or conferences.
• 'Tips for Search Committee Chairs": Practical information on organizing the
process.
• "How-To's for Conducting a Faculty Search": Information for committee chairs
and members.
• "How-To's for Conducting an Administrative and Professional Search": Also
designed for committee chairs and members.

Official Ballot
To spotlight the UCF employee of the month
I nominate
(name)
(campus address)
to be UCF employee of the month. (Nominee must have been a
University Support Personnel System employee at least two years.) Any
employee, including faculty and A&P, may nominate a candiate on the
basis of job performance, dependability, attitude, etc. A name submitted
remains in the pool of eligible candidates for one year.
Signed:
(name)

To: Vice presidents, deans, directors and department chairs
From: Steven Altman, president
Subject: 1991-92 employee grants-in-aid

(campus address, phone)

Cut ballot and return to personnel, EOM. (Mark envelope "confidential.")
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Please see MEMORANDUM, page 3
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News To Note
CLASS, continued from page 1
we did 100 years ago," Manning said. "We need to
use some of our creativity to bring our schools into
the 21st century."
To help younger students, Manning runs
workshops on self-concept, and works with disadvantaged prekindergarten children. She also
assists adults by promoting literacy through the
Center for Adult Literacy Advisory Council.
On a broader scale, Manning is implementing
her educational ideas through Caster, who selected
Manning to take part on her 50-member transition

team — which provides ideas on how to make
Florida's educational system better.
As a board member for the Summer Industrial
Fellowship for Teachers, she works with NASA to
coordinate workshops and help teachers find
summer jobs. It is a cooperative program which
gives science, math and computer teachers the
opportunity to work at local businesses during the
summer.
Manning's concern for education spreads
beyond Florida, though. She has been an educational consult for Chinese school districts and has
taken American college students to China. She has

Earth Day
activities
planned
The UCF Environmental Society is
sponsoring activities during April to
celebrate Earth Day.
• Wednesday, April 10, Orlando
Greenpeace director Daniel Williams
will speak at the Student Center
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. His lecture
is titled "Time for a Sane and Safe
Energy Policy."
• Monday, April 15, Cindy
Westra, of Back to Nature Wildlife
Inc., will speak at the Student Center
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The title of
her lecture is "Domino Effect: Toxins
vs. Wildlife and the Environment."
• Thursday, April 18, Michael
Geoghegans, of the United Nations,
speaks in the Student Center Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. His lecture is titled
"Politics of the Environment."
• Friday, April 19, there will be an
Earth Day concert in the Wild Pizza,
8 p.m.-l a.m.
• Monday, April 22, there will be a
celebration on the green, featuring
information tables from the community and campus, vendors and music,
10 a.m.-3 p.m. There will be a concert, Symphony Under the Stars, at
the reflecting pond at 7:30 p.m.
For information, call Karen
Simasek at 671-6902, or Sam Rao at
277-9374.

Good guess

Roger Strickland, United
presented a $100 bill to U<
came closest to predicting
the United Way campaign
amount donated was $52,(

MEMORANDUM, continued from page 2
• "How-To's for Conducting an Internal Search": When circumstances dictate
that no new line is available, internal searches are conducted.
• "Applicant Logs": Formats for listing each applicant for faculty or A&P
positions.
• "Sample Letters": Formats for acknowledging an application, requesting a
nominee to become a candidate, etc. There are 10 sample letters in the current
packet.
The following forms necessary in the hiring process can be obtained from the
office of academic affairs:
• SUS Position Vacancy Announcements
• SUS PVA Change Orders (to amend a posting)
• Faculty applications
• Faculty and Administrative Applicant Summary (cover page for hiring
folders): Form AA19, Revised March 2,1988.
To: All departments
From: Janice Blackwell, postal services
Subject Postal updates/reminders
Effective immediately all departments are required to put a piece count on all
blue mail slips. This piece count will be broken down into first class, overseas,
certified, insured, etc. The back of the blue mailers provides ample space for this
accountability.

Wednesday, April 10,1991

also toured Europe, Australia and Mexico and
enjoys travelifig within the United States.
And just in case Manning's life isn't busy
enough, In February she was the keynote speaker
at the Brevard district meeting of Delta Kappa, a
society for teachers.
Manning's life has slowed down in one way,
at least. It doesn't take her as long to drive to work
as it once did. After 18 years of teaching at UCF's
main campus, she now works at the Brevard
campus, near her Titusville home.

for Central Florida, recently
na Mayer, because Mayer
i university would donate to
er guessed $51,800. The actual

By Kristen L. Sweet

Holocaust
discussed
at lecture
Alice Eckardt, a well-known
authority on Holocaust theology, will
discuss the issues of Nazism and the
Holocaust as they relate to Palestine
and Israel in a free lecture, "The
Impact of Nazism and Shoah (Holocaust) on Palestine and the State of
Israel," at the university on Monday,
April 15, at 1 p.m.
Eckardt is professor emerita of
religion studies at Lehigh University
in Pennsylvania.
She co-authored the book "Long
Night's Journey Into Day: A Revised
Retrospective on the Holocaust," and
was editor of the book "Jerusalem:
City of the Ages."
She also served as special
consultant to the President's Commission on the Holocaust, and has
received numerous awards for her
work and teaching.
The lecture, open to the public,
will be held in the President's Board
Room in the administration building.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Holocaust Memorial Resource and
Education Center, UCF's College of
Arts and Sciences and the Judaic
Studies Program.
For information, contact Moshe
Pelli, x5039 or x2251, or the Holocaust Memorial Resource and
Education Center at 628-0555.

Because of the increase in complaints about overcharges on outgoing mail, it is
imperative that each department assist us in reducing the chance of an error
occurring.
All unsealed letter size envelopes must be flapped for them to feed properly
through the mail machines. If the envelopes are larger than letter size, they must be
sealed before they arrive in the mail room. The mail machines will only seal lettersize envelopes.
All certified mail must have a certified sticker in the lower left hand side of the
envelope. Please do not place the sticker in the upper right hand corner, because
that space is reserved for postage. Please affix all return receipts to the back of
envelope.
Recently there have been changes on bulk mail. Effective March 17, all fliers
must be sealed with tabs affixed in the center of the flier. This also applies to
pamphlets. Rubber bands are still required lengthwise and horizontal. Staples and
tape are no longer acceptable per the U.S. Post Office. There are new forms required
for bulk mail. They are available at Postal Services.
Please continue to separate overseas and first class mail. Please seal all
overseas mail before sending it to the mail room. Please mark all courier mail with
a stamp or marker.
Departments that have not purchased a stamp with its department name and
account number, please do so as soon as possible. The stamp is required for legibility purpose. This will assist us in processing the mail faster.
We at postal services appreciate the opportunity to serve you, and we hope
these reminders will help us to process your mail more accurately and efficiently.
Thank you, and if you have any questions please contact us at x2400.
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This is a free service to full-time UCF employees.
Ad forms are available in The UCF Report office,
ADM 3951.

Near UCF, E/W Exprwy. $13,000 (negotiable) or
assume. David, x2505.
Motorcycle, '89 Yamaha 250, Route 66. 2 helmets, cover,
windshield, bags, mirrors, back rest, extended warranty.
Less than 200 mi. Paid $3,961. $2,000. Laddie, 568-1930.

For Sale
Bike, Schwinn Worldsport, 27 in., 4 yrs old. Rides OK.
$75 or best offer. Bill, x2504.
Boat, 17 ft. Regal Bowrider w / 170 hp I/O engine,
custom drive-on trailer. Excellent condition. $6,300.
x6337 or 568-7936.
Car, '77 MGB. Top condition, low miles, new top. $3,000,
firm. L.F. Cunningham, x2381.
Car, '80 Porsche 924, good condition. New paint, runs
great, AM/FM stereo. $4,750. 895-0510.
Car, '89 Toyota Corolla. Bright red. Excellent condition.
$7,600 or best offer. Must see to appreciate. Dan, 6779323 or x3316.
Computer, Hewlet Packard Vectra LS/12 Laptop-286.
1.5 meg memory, 40 meg hard drive, 1.4 meg floppy
drive. Chris, x5460 or 657-2867, evenings.
Condo, 1 bdrm, spacious, like new, many amenities,
lake access, in Casselberry. $32,000. 671-8434.
Dog, beautiful black Labrador, AKC registered, 1 yr old,
spayed, excellent with children. Needs good home.
Good price. Andrea, x2341, or 657-7916 evenings.
Duplex half, 2 / 1 , new carpet, vinyl, dishwasher,
disposal. Off Chickasaw. $49,900. 273-0541.
Horse, filly, 1 yr old, thoroughbred/quarter horse mix.
$700. 349-5883.
Miscellaneous, 35mm projector, screen and five oldtime movies, $60. Antique domestic sewing machine,
$80. Atari 2600 plus games. Set of 36 hard cover Disney
books in good condition. Charlie Brown picture dictionary. Mary, x4663.
Mobile home, '86 Fleetwood, 2 / 1 , central heat and air.

House, 2/1, dining room, living room, family room, 2car garage. $550. No pets. 677-4412, after 4:30 p.m.

Prom gowns, one deep purple sequins on top, lame on
bottom. Size 9/10, altered, can be let out. $100. Second
powder blue w / full hoop. Size 11/12 altered. $150.
Each has matching 6 1 / 2 size shoes. Melissa, x2546.
Scuba equipment, Fathom XL full wetsuit w / Farmer
lohn, $200. Pro Sub BC, $150. Aluminum 100 tank, $150.
All like new. lana, x2086,8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Shakespeare, Macbeth April 17. Pair $15. x2501.

Good home, adorable puppy needs home. Half dobie.
Chocolate brown male. Mindy, x2501.

Slalom ski, lobe Honeycomb 65 in. $50 obo. 677-8592.

Home to rent, couple needs home in lower price range.
Prefer outskirts east of town. Have two well-behaved
dogs. Willing to do some repair work. Bryan, x3496.

Sofa and chair, very nice green and gold satin brocade.
Each $75. Pair of 19 inch lamp shades, best offer.
Virginia, 862-6098.

Roommate, Need female to share 3/2 place. $190 and 1/
3 utilities. $100 deposit. Sussex Place, corner Alafaya
and Hwy 50. 275-9842, leave message.

Sofa and loveseat, good condition, $250. Oak entertainment center, $75. Phyllis, x5825 or 831-2230.

Tutor, for sixth-grade boy at home Monday-Thursday,
1.5 hours. Prefer teacher or senior education student,
loe, 5867 or 275-7098.

Soloflex, good as new w / all attachments. $800. Victor,
x2855 or x8820.
Table, glass on gold pedestal. Beautiful. Seats six. No
chairs. $50 or trade for complete twin bed. ludy, x2821.

Volunteers, to donate one of two hours a week delivering food to needy families for OUTREACH, a local
charity organization. Kathy, 366-7365.
—————

Tandy 1000 monitor, b / w Commodore mouse. See at
the Clip Joint. Negotiable. x5085.
Townhome, 2/2.5 in Winter Park. $55,900.No qualifying, assumable FHA loan. Appliances, window treatment, ceiling fans, new carpet, wet bar. 677-7310.
Travel trailer, '76 Airstream. 33 ft. Excellent condition
w / lots of luxuries. $8,000. 277-8265.

Personal
Child care, part-time or full-time positions. Oviedo,
Chuluota area. Large fenced-in yard in quiet neighborhood. Maria, 365-8872.

VCR, AKAI, Hi-Fi, stereo, remote, VHS, $225. x2482 or
841-4153.

Need upholstery work, don't know who to call? Want a
fair price and excellent workmanship? Call Hector, 8314852. Antiques are his speciality. Yo hablo espanol.

Word processor, Brother WP/500. Great for typing
research projects. Like new. $450 or best offer. Come by
records/registration for demo. Greg, x3535 or 365-1024.

Typing service, fast, economical, professional. Same day
service available for resumes, papers, etc. x5642 or 6799008.

Calendar
Courses:
The Institute of Government is offering
the following at the UCF Winter Park
Center. For information, call 623-1204.
• Wednesday, April 10, Business Writing,
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Tuesday, April 23, Enforcement
Techniques /History, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
User Services is offering the following.
For information, call x5117.
• Thursday-Friday, April 11-12,
WordPerfect 5.0 II Intermediate, 1-4 p.m.
• Monday-Tuesday, April 15-16,
WordPerfect III Advanced, 9 a.m.-noon.
• Wednesday, April 17, Intro, to Personal
Computers, 1-4 p.m.
• Thursday, April 18, DOS I Beginning, 9
a.m.-noon.
• Tuesday, April 23, Intro, to Personal
Computers, 9 a.m.-noon.
• April 24-25, WordPerfect 5.01 Introduction, 1-4 p.m.
Personnel services is offering the
following. To register, contact personnel
services, ADM 230.
• Tuesday, April 16, New Employee
Orientation, 8:45 a.m.-2 p.m.
• Tuesday, April 16, Grant Funding
Sources, 3-5 p.m.
• Thursday, April 18, Grant Proposal
Writing, 3-5 p.m.
• Tuesday, April 23, English Review, 9:30
a.m.-noon.
The Center for Executive Development
is sponsoring the following. For information, call x2446.
• Tuesday-Wednesday, April 16-17, How
to Implement the Deming Approach to
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Quality Improvement and Productivity,
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. $695.
• Thursdays, April 18-Iune 20, Effective
Purchasing and Materials Management I,
6-9 p.m. $295.
Instruction and research support is
offering the following. For information,
call x2713.
• Thursday, April 11, Dial-up, 9-11 a.m.,
HPB 331.
• Thursday, April 18, Intro, to SPSSx, 1-3
p.m., HPB 331.
Exhibits:
The following items will be on display
in the library through April.
• "The Social and Moral Implication of
Holocaust."
• "Earth Day Celebration."
• "Wolfgang Mozart, 1756-1791."
Festival
• Friday, April 19, UCF Shakespeare
Night, hosted by the International
Student Association, 8 p.m. For information, call x2337.
Lectures:
• Monday, April 15, well-known
authority on Holocaust theology Alice
Eckardt will present a free lecture on
"The Impact of Nazism and Shoah
(Holocaust) on Palestine and the State of
Israel" in the Presidents Board Room, at 1
p.m. For information, call x5039 or x2251.
• April 25, the third Brown Bag Lecture
of the semester, "Air Quality: Past,
Present and Future," will be presented in

the President's Dining Room, 12:05-12:55
p.m. For information, call x2611.
Music:
• Friday, April 12, UCF Saxophone
Quartet Recital, 8 p.m.
• Tuesday, April 16, Spring Orchestra
Concert at University High School, 8 p.m.
• Saturday, April 20, Spring Chorus
Concert at First Methodist Church in
Winter Park, 8 p.m.
• Monday, April 22, "Concert Under the
Stars," reflecting pond 7:30 p.m.
• Tuesday, April 23, lazz Lab Spring
Concert, 8 p.m.
Seminars:
The Small Business Development
Center is sponsoring the following. For
information, call x5553. Courses are in
the College of Business Administration
building, room 371, unless noted.
• Wednesday, April 10, Sources of
Financing, 1-3 p.m.
• Friday, April 12, Business Plan Development and Marketing Plan Development at the Winter Park Public Library, 9
a.m.-noon and 1-4 p.m.
• Monday, April 15, Government
Contracting Basics, 5-7 p.m.
• Tuesday, April 16, Marketing Essentials, 9-11 a.m.
• Tuesday, April 16, Personnel Techniques, 1-4 p.m.
• Tuesday-Thursday, April 16-18, How
to Start Your Central Florida Business at
the Winter Park Library, 5:30-8:30 p.m.
• Wednesday, April 17, Gary Wenek, of

the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, will
be the speaker at a chemistry department
seminar in CEBA II, room 126, at 4 p.m.
Workshops:
The Small Business Development
Center is offering the following. For information, call x5553.
• Thursday, April 11, Business Plan
Development, Melbourne, 9 a.m.-noon.
• Thursday, April 11, Marketing Plan
Development, Melbourne, 1-4 p.m.
• Tuesday, April 18, Records, Cash How
& Taxes, Melbourne, 9 a.m.-noon.
• April 18, Financing Alternatives for
Business Growth, Melbourne, 1 p.m.
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Multi-component effort guides planning
Last spring, the Strategic Planning Council began Level I of UCF's
strategic planning process. Level I
concludes with two primary outcomes: a new mission statement for
the university and corresponding
objectives for the '90s.
The proposed mission statement
and objectives listed below will be
finalized after an open forum on
Thursday, April 18.
These Level I outcomes emerged
from three inputs: First, external
forces likely to influence UCF were

analyzed (See pages 5-8 of this
supplement for a summary.). Second,
the UCF community was surveyed
about the goals the university should
pursue. (The goals survey results
were reported in the Oct. 31 issue of
The UCF Report.) Third, academic and
administrative strengths and weaknesses were evaluated; these were
distilled into the comparative
strengths and advantages listed at
the bottom of pages 2-7. The objectives were formulated to achieve
UCF's mission by enhancing

strengths and redressing weaknesses,
capitalizing on external opportunities
and ameliorating external threats and
reflecting the goals of the UCF
community.
With the conclusion of Level I,

Editor's note
specific action planning will begin
for Level II. During the coming year,
colleges, departments, divisions and
units will develop detailed strategies

for achieving UCF's mission and
objectives.
This detailed planning will be
informed by the findings by subcommittees of the Strategic Planning
Council on a variety of issues critical
to the university. These issues were
raised by President Steven Altman
last spring, and the subcommittees'
responses will be discussed and
evaluated during Level II planning.
(Summaries of the findings presented
in question and answer format begin
on page 3.)

Metropolitan role distinguishes UCF
Primary mission: intellectual leadership through undergrad/grad programs
UCF is a growing metropolitan university
with the responsibility to deliver a comprehensive program of teaching, research, and service.
Its primary mission is to provide intellectual
leadership through quality undergraduate and
graduate programs.
UCF offers undergraduate education rooted
in the arts and sciences, providing a broad
liberal education while developing competence
in fields of special interest.
Unique aspects of UCF's approach are its commitment to educate students for a world in
which cooperation is as important as competition; in which societal and environmental
impacts of new developments are as important
as their technical merits; and in which technology, the arts, sciences and humanities, and
commerce work together to shape the future.
The complexity of modern society requires
comprehensive graduate and professional programs.
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UCF provides advanced education that
matches institutional strengths with evolving
regional, state, and national needs. It supports
these advanced programs by recruiting excellent
faculty
and students,
and by
supplying the
infrastructure that enables these programs to
achieve national prominence.
Basic and applied research as well as creative
activity are integral parts of a quality education.
UCF faculty are scholar-teachers. As such,
they create new knowledge, new points of view,
and new means of expression in a broad range of
academic, professional, and socially significant
areas. Their creativity fosters innovation as they
convey their results, methods, values and expressions to students, colleagues and the public.
Service to its community is an important

Proposed
Mission statement

extension of the teaching and research mission
of the university.
Public service is prominent at UCF, with the
university developing partnerships with the
community to enrich the educational, artistic,
cultural, economic, and professional lives of
those it serves in Central Florida and beyond.
Education is more than classroom experience.
UCF students are involved in cooperative
research and participate in artistic, social,
cultural, political and athletic activities. UCF .
provides academic diversity by bringing to its
campus distinguished national and international
leaders who expose students and the community
to a wide range of views and issues. UCF
achieves cultural diversity by using its multicampus facilities to serve a diverse population of
traditional and non-traditional students from
various races, cultures and nationalities.
UCF is committed to the free expression of
ideas, the equality of all people, and the
dignity of the individual.

Special Insert, Page 1
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Plan takes aim at ambitious targets
Goals for next decade stress objectives for quality education
Academics
Undergraduate programs:
• Support the general education program, reducing class sizes and increasing full-time faculty participation to national averages in each discipline.
• Develop selected new undergraduate programs
that match the strengths of the university, with the
needs of the community, as identified by the
external forces analysis. Significant potential for
program development exists in high technology
and human service areas and in areas related to
high visibility Central Florida industries.
• Increase the honors program to 150 FTTC students entering each year.
• Restructure the liberal studies /interdisciplinary
studies program to give it direct faculty oversight.
• Work closely with community colleges to assure
equivalence of quality in general education.
Graduate programs:
• Implement appropriate mechanisms to assure
quality control in graduate education..
• Develop selected graduate programs, including
doctoral programs, that support existing strengths
in graduate education and research, as well as
those responsive to regional needs identified in the
external forces analysis. Significant potential for
program development exists in high technology
and human service areas and in applied areas
related to high visibility Central Florida industries.
Special initiatives in diversity:
• Enhance the understanding of the international
and multicultural nature of the environment in
which we exist throughout all university curricula
and programs.
• Promote a campus culture in which cultural,
racial, age, and gender diversity are valued.
• Provide academic enrichment opportunities for a
diverse student population.
• Increase faculty awareness of different learning
styles.
Critical Competencies and Awareness:
• Promote curricular and non-curricular basic
competencies (communications, problem solving,
and creative skills).
• Develop a critical thinking and writing initiative
across the curriculum.
• Increase computer literacy.
• Promote an environmental, technological,
cultural, and international awareness.
Special Initiatives in the Arts:
• Increase the visibility, centrality, and support of
the Arts at UCF and their roles in the community.
• Complete current planning re the organization
and structure for the Arts at UCF.

Enrollment management
Admissions, Recruiting and Retention:
• Plan for an optimum enrollment of 35,000
students, while maintaining or improving the
quality and diversity of the student body.
• Increase retention and graduation rates of
admitted students.
• Refine the admission and registration system

and increase resources to provide efficient and
effective service to students.
Student Mix:
• Increase cultural diversity to meet the following
minimums: 25 percent minority students (including African-American, Hispanic and others); 5
percent
international
students; 6
percent
out-of-state students.

Proposed
Objectives

• Assure that cultural and gender diversity
extends across all programs.
• Increase National Merit, National Achievement,
and National Hispanic Scholars to 200.
• Increase size of the freshmen class to 15 percent
of the Orlando campus undergraduate enrollment.
• Increase the number of students living on the
Orlando campus to 6,000 (approximately 20
percent of the enrollment).
• Increase the number of students at the area
campuses to serve legitimate access needs at
appropriate locations.
• Increase graduate/post-baccalaureate students
to 20 percent of total enrollment, with 50 percent
of these being full-time graduate students.

Research, scholarly activity
• Increase annual research, contract, and training external funding to $75 million from a broad
spectrum of sources.
• Vigorously cultivate public-private linkages
in order to augment research support and facilitate
technology transfer.
• Enhance scholarly activity through the use
of reassigned time and increased travel support,
staff support, and internal grants-in-aid.
• Increase active participation in broadlydefined research, scholarly, and creative activity to
100 percent of permanent, full-time UCF faculty.

Public, professional service
• Actively promote the utilization by faculty,
staff, administrators, and students of their professional expertise to help improve life Central
Florida.
• Encourage involvement by university
faculty, staff, administrators, and students in
service to their communities and professions
through consulting, speeches, memberships, and
leadership roles.
• Develop appropriate reward mechanisms for
service based on professional expertise in recognition of its contribution to the university's mission.

Human resources
Faculty Development:
• Meet or exceed the regional average of faculty
salaries, determined by the Oklahoma State Study.
• Increase the representation of minority and

female faculty, including administrative faculty,
consistent with the available national pool of
potential faculty within disciplines. The annual
"Affirmative Action Plan Update" states ideal representation goals by job family.
• Provide opportunities to enhance faculty
scholar-teacher development in the areas of
teaching, research and scholarly activity, and
service to students (advising, counseling, mentoring).
• Have a student-full-time faculty ratio in each
program equal to or less than that of the State University System as a whole.
• Maintain course loads consistent with those of
other universities with similar research and service
missions.
• Increase computer literacy.
Staff Development:
• Achieve competitive staff salaries.
• Increase the cultural and gender diversity of
administration and staff. The annual "Affirmative
Action Plan Update" states ideal representation
goals by job family.
• Provide opportunities to enhance career development for administrators and staff.
• Increase computer literacy.

Facilities, infrastructure
Provide the facilities necessary to support
instruction and research and scholarly activity at
a university with 35,000 students. These include:
• Faculty and administrative space.
• Computer networks and instructional technology• Library resources and services.
• Classrooms, teaching and research laboratories,
and support shops.
• Performing and fine arts halls, studies, and
galleries.
• Parking and transportation.
Provide the services necessary to establish a
collegiate environment and to give appropriate
support for students. Important areas include:
• Collegiate environment (programs to involve
commuter, part-time students, co-curricular programs such as speaker series, exhibits, symposia).
• Academic support (learning centers and resources, career development).
• Student life (student development, health and
wellness, recreation, entertainment, appropriate
retail opportunities).
• Residential (dorms, residence life programs).
Provide an administrative infrastructure to
deliver facilities, programs, and services responsive to the needs of a multi-campus university.
• Assure that facilities and services planning rest
on broad-based input from the university community.
• Assure that all divisions adopt and consistently
follow an administrative philosophy and attitude
that make educational concerns paramount.
• Develop an administrative system of policies
and procedures allowing each campus the greatest

Please see OBJECTIVES, page 3

Strengths define university's uniqueness, confer advantages
An undergraduate/teaching
university
• The university is the area's only
comprehensive post secondary educational institution.
• UCF has taken great pride in the
quality of its undergraduate proAJi-lW*A£

Special Insert, Page 2
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reward good instruction.
• Our honors program is attracting
many of Florida's finest. More and
more, UCF is the institution of
choice, rather than convenience.
• UCF's undergraduates are often
involved in scholarly activities with

opportunity to experience team
research, giving them an edge when
they start careers or graduate study.
• UCF's library has an excellent staff
and has made outstanding progress
in collections that support the
university's undergraduate missiom.
~r* t> L*I»nt^i fi^i ^A'\J* L*d IA

larly recognized for their scholarly
achievements.
A research/graduate university
• The university has attained a
critical mass of research talent and

regu-
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OBJECTIVES, continued from page 2
opportunity to contribute to UCF's mission.
Plan for a downtown presence to provide
greater access.

University advancement
Raise awareness and knowledge of UCF
through a compehensive marketing plan including communication plans for all clientele.
Fully implement a coordinated system for
college-based, constituent advancement consistent with funding and awareness goals.
Aggressively promote increased funding
from both private and public sources. Specific

university goals are:
• Reach $60 million in endowed funds.
• Double annual giving and capital funding to $7
million.
• Increase funds for which the University of
Central Florida can compete as a consequence of
lobbying efforts at the state and national levels.
• Increase alumni giving to 18,200 donors and
$900,000 annually.
Encourage and support alumni to gain
influential roles in the political, cultural and
commercial life of Central Florida and the state.

Intercollegiate athletics
Maintain an intercollegiate athletic program

that is nationally recognized for the integrity and
excellence of its contributions to the life of the
University of Central Florida campus and community, athletic accomplishments and academic
accomplishments.
Implement an athletic department strategic
plan.

Strategic planning
Provide an on-going process of strategic
planning to ensure institutional effectiveness
that links evaluation and planning to demonstrate accountability to our various constituencies, and above all, to promote improvement and
enhancement of quality.

Q & A: Addressing the issues
Q . What is the university's role in promoting cultural diversity?
A . Our position as a growing metropolitan
institution requires that we be sensitive to the
cultural dynamics of both the university population and the community at large. We chose to treat
our charge by first identifying those resources
already available on campus, and suggesting a
strategy that promotes a cooperative, broad-based
approach to cultural diversity on campus.
Because of the absence of university-wide
guidance that addresses the role of cultural
diversity on campus in its many forms, we propose the creation of an office that will serve as an
umbrella organization for all those offices and
initiatives
currently
operating,
as well as
service to the community and those units that do
not integrate cultural diversity into their mission.

Issues

Q . What is the desirable role of the arts at
the university?
A . We recommend that an appropriate
administrative structure be established, housing
the departments of music, art, and theater, as well
as the Community Arts Program, the Orlando
Shakespeare Festival, and perhaps the film program. Fostering cooperation with the community
should be a major end of this restructuring. The
report contains several specific suggestions to
achieve this goal, including increased presence of
all the arts in downtown Orlando.
To increase the funding for the arts, this
subcommittee urges a special five-year "pinnacle"
funding plan implemented by the Florida legislature. We also recommend that an arts student fee
be initiated, giving free admission for students to
all arts events on campus.
Q . What is international education's role?
A . This subcommittee assumes that the role
of international education at UCF must be in-

STRENGTHS, from page 2
resources in a number of areas for
which there is strong regional
support and national needs.
• The College of Arts and Sciences
established the first Ph.D. program in
computer science in the state of
Florida. This department continues
to be the state's leader, with strong
research programs, excellent external
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creased. There are a variety of causes for this
increase including the number of additional
foreign students on campus, the number of foreign
tourists in the area, the increased activity in
international trade of local businesses and industries, the relocation of citizens from many countries to Central Florida, and the demand by our
students for opportunities to study overseas.
To advance international education we
recommend the following:
• International education should be infused into
the entire curriculum, with special emphasis upon
foreign languages, ESL, and courses in cultural
diversity.
• Support should be made available to faculty to
encourage and sponsor participation in greater
internationalization in their fields.
• Study-abroad programs should receive additional resources.
• Services to foreign students on campus should
be enhanced.

• Linkages with foreign universities should be
strengthened.
• The university should act as liaison with public
schools and community groups to develop global
perspectives.
• A central office for these activities should be
supported.
Q . Have we developed sufficient outcome
measures to adequately assess institutional
effectiveness?
A . This subcommittee believes that a proactive institutional quality improvement program is
needed to ensure the proper development of
outcome measures that are appropriate for all
units and are intrinsically linked to strategic
planning and programming. Evaluation as part of
an ongoing effort to refine goals of the institution

Please see ISSUES, page 4

Strategic Planning Council
• *Richard Tucker, psychology, council chair • *Chiistian Bauer, computer engineering •
Madj id Belkeitlid, electrical engineering • Anthony Blass, physical plant • William Branch,
computer services • *William Callerman, management • Joyce Dorner, nursing • Luis Elias,
CREOL • Terri Fine, political science • Robert Flick, philosophy and humanities • *Cheryl
Green, social work • *Charles Hughes, computer science • Marcella Kysilka, educational foundations • Kenneth Lawson, student affairs • *Harvey Lewis, College of Business Administration
• Dean McFall, public affairs • Nancy McGee, instructional programs • Paul McQuilkin, undergraduate studies • Mickey Mullen, economics • Sarah Pappas, Daytona Beach campus • Robert
Rothberg, educational services • *John Schell, English • Lisa Shibley, student organizations •
Franklin Snelson, biological sciences • Christine Toutikian, housing and residence life * *Emma
Lee Twitchell, university development * Donald Unser, student center * Jeannette Ward, university library * David Washington, molecular biology and microbiology • Gary Whitehouse,
College of Engineering. Ex-Offieio: * Daniel Coleman, institutional research • Jerry Osterhaus,
facilities planning * C. Peter Rautenstrauch, mathematics • *Jerry Gravander, ACE fellow * Lisa
Isaacs, administrative assistant.
* Member, steering committee

Faculty Advisory Committee
• Dale Bandy, Knight's professor of taxation, accounting * Denise Caldwell, physics • Kristin
Congdon, Jenkins chair, community arts • Lee Eubank, music • Charles Harpole, head of film
division, communications • Gary Orwig, educational services • David Scott, PhElips-Schenck
chair, American Private Enterprise • Kathryn Seidel, associate dean, College of Arts and Sciences • James Taylor, civil and environmental engineering

funding, and quality instruction.
• Arts and Sciences also established
the first Ph.D. program in human
factors psychology in the state of
Florida. This department has successfully recruiting a talented,
internationally respected faculty.
• The College of Engineering has
developed a strong program of
research and graduate study, with
five free-standing Ph.D. programs

producing graduates who are
becoming leaders in high-technology
industries of the state and nation.
• The College of Education offers a
Ed.D. degree in educational leadership and curriculum & instruction.
This and other graduate programs in
education provide much needed
support for our rapidly expanding K
through 12th grade school system.
• The College of Business Admini-

stration offers a range of graduate
programs. It performs research in
traditional areas such as investment
theory and in non-traditional areas
such as computer-based expert
systems.
• The physics and electrical engineering departments have hired
some of the world's most outstand-

STRENGTHS, cont. page 4
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ISSUES, continued from page 3
will strengthen future effectiveness. The organization or structure of this program and the definition
of measurements should be addressed in Level II
of Strategic Planning.

coordinating program management through a
committee. Specific recruitment strategies will
address and control the demographic profile of the
student body.
Q . Should the university plan for a downtown presence?

Q . What is the role of area campuses?
A . We recommend the continued support of
these campuses. This subcommittee also urges increased support for both the Brevard and Daytona
Beach campus libraries. In addition, we recommend that, at these area campuses, additional
faculty be hired; that promotion and tenure
guidelines be equitable; that academic and student
support programs receive equitable funding; and
that library, computer services, and education
technology programs be strengthened.
Q . What is the role of extended studies and
community education?

A UCF is a metropolitan university and has
already shown a commitment to making education
accessible by strategically locating branch campuses in urban areas. This subcommittee deems a
presence in downtown Orlando extending classrooms and administrative offices necessary to
meet the needs of UCF's primary service area. A
physical presence fosters interactive relationships
between the university and its communities.
Q . What are the quality of student life and
the opportunities for student development?
A . For the vast majority of the student body,
student life does not exist beyond attending

classes and standing in lines for registration, the
bookstore, etc.
For the minority of students involved in
fraternities, sororities, student government,
professional and social clubs, intramural and
intercollegiate athletics, and the Program Activities Council, there are considerable opportunities
and challenges. Comprehensive student services
for a large portion of the student body are inadequate, hampering the quality of student life and
limiting student development. It is anticipated
that this issue is being addressed in the plans for a
Student Union and increased campus housing.
Q . What is the role of the university relative
to the business, industrial, educational, health
and legal communities?
A . This subcommittee points out that the
university is expected to have visible, aggressive
leadership, available and accessible services that
stress academic excellence, and cutting-edge

A . This subcommittee believes that the
College of Extended Studies should be encouraged
to continue and expand its mission, pursuing the
hiring of a marketing expert, the construction of an
ESL classroom, the development of a privatelyfunded hotel and conference center, and the
establishment of appropriate certificate programs
with faculty oversight.

Please see ISSUES, page 5

Q . What should be the university's research
goals and emphases?
A . This subcommittee asserts a single objective for UCF's research goals, which is to create an
environment where excellence in research and
scholarly activity is pursued. To achieve this objective, we offer the following recommendations:
• Establish graduate programs in mature disciplines.
• Create support services as needed, including a
graduate school.
• Support research in areas of strength and
promise, appropriate to our locale.
• Provide budgetary support for scholarly activities as well as incentives for the PI.
Q . What are the desirable and realistic enrollment targets and student/ faculty ratios for
1995? 2000? What is the university's optimal/
maximum size?
What is the desirable demographic profile of
the student body in terms of full-time/part-time
mix, FTIC/transf er mix, undergraduate/graduate
mix, commuter/resident mix; and racial, ethnic,
special needs populations, gender, international,
and geographic ratios?
A . This subcommittee thinks that the university should plan for a projected enrollment of
35,000 students by the year 2000 and put appropriate measures in place to control enrollments. Academic standards for admission into programs
should be the basis for limiting enrollment.
Increased private funding for scholarships must
become a priority. We believe that enrollment goal
setting should include reviewing limited access
programs, establishing recruitment strategies, and

STRENGTHS, from page 3
ing scholars in electro-optics and
laser research. This growth was
made possible by the establishment
of CREOL.
• The Institute for Simulation and
Training links faculty with research
projects of mutual interest to the
simulation industry and faculty. The

Special Insert, Page 4

Institute itself has sufficient depth
and breadth of talents that its presence has led to greater national and
international recognition of UCF's
research excellence.
• UCF is making development
efforts for new graduate programs in
critical areas. For example, programs
currently being developed include a
Ph.D. in mathematics, and masters in

taxation and social work.
• UCF is planning for the future by
studying the feasibility of a law
school and other important graduate
programs such as Ph.D.'s in chemistry, clinical psychology, literature/
writing and political science.
• The university's faculty receive
substantial external grants. UCF
faculty lead the other state's universi-

ties in successful Florida High
Technology and Industry Council
grant proposals.
An interactive university
• UCF has made major commitments
to capitalize on the regional strength
of Orlando's entertainment industry.

STRENGTHS, cont. page 5
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Q . What is UCF's public service role?

research. Businesses are looking to UCF to supply
capable graduates and promote international
business opportunities. Industry enjoys good technical interaction. Education wants stronger partnerships with local school systems and community
colleges. Athletic, cultural, and social activities —
in addition to intellectual leadership within the
community — are all part of the role of UCF.
Q . What is the impact of of the Department
of Defense cutbacks on Central Florida and UCF?
A . This subcommittee believes that DOD cutbacks will result in increased unemployment in
DOD industries (with the exceptions of human
factors, and simulation and training), as well as
decreased research dollars. In response, UCF
should focus on pursuing research funding to
retrain veterans in target areas of high demand
and special opportunities. In addition, the university should encourage research that results in
technology transfer and helps develop Florida's
value-added industries.

A . We believe that public service is an indispensable ingredient of a mission which should
grant highest priority to the university's teaching
and research responsibilities. The discharge of the
public service function at the institutional level
should continue to take instruction from UCF's
history of inaugurating degree, research, and
outreach programs that:
• Advance the region's economic development
prospects.
• Address problems relevant to the region.
• Make culture and the arts more accessible.
• Promote educational opportunity, especially for
disadvantaged persons.
We also think that individual faculty-rendered
public service activities are essential to the health
and vitality of both the community and the
institution and should be encouraged through a
more focused and institutionalized system of
evaluation, recognition, and reward.
Q . What is UCF's relationship to community
colleges? To the pre-college educational system?

A . The primary goal of UCF's office of
community college relations is to serve as a liaison
to the state's community college system and to
ensure that A. A. degree transfer students have the
same academic opportunities as do "native"
students in pursuing a baccalaureate degree.
In regard to pre-college (high school) relations,
the subcommittee believes that UCF is doing a
satisfactory job in its recruitment efforts, especially
in a time when there are more students than the
university can afford to admit. Strengths lie in
recruitment procedures, paper processing, and
working with "denied" students and offering them
options.
We suggest the following future considerations:
• Increase funds to attract more minority and
talented students at both the community college
and pre-college levels.
• Add full-time positions at both levels (i.e., a
secretary and a minority recruiter for community
college relations, and data entry operators in the
SASS office).
• Acquire an image-processing system to become
a "paperless", more efficient operation.

External forces affecting UCF
I. Economic
• Continued regional growth
During this decade, Florida's
economy is expected to grow at a
slower rate than it did from 19891990. However, the Central Florida
region is still expected to outperform
projected state growth and add jobs
faster than any other part of the state.
According to the Florida Long-Term
Economic Forecast (1989) prepared by
the Bureau of Economic Research at
the University of Florida, the rate of
expansion in non-agricultural civilian
wage and salary employment will
drop into a range averaging about 3
percent annually through the year
2000, down from 5.4 percent and 4.2
percent rates in 1988 and 1989.
Nonetheless, a 34.6 percent
growth in regional employment
(Orange, Seminole, Osceola, Brevard
and Volusia Counties) is expected by
the year 2000. The southwestern
region (Tampa St. Petersburg- Clearwater metropolitan area to the Fort
Myers-Cape Coral metro district)
should closely rival the central area
by increasing jobs an estimated 28.1
percent.
• Expanded service industry growth
The already dominant servicesproducing industries will grow faster
throughout the decade than this
region's goods-producing sector of
the economy.
The services-producing sector of
the economy, which already plays a
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Examples include the development
of the Shakespeare Festival, the establishment of the School of Communications, the creation and funding of
the film program, and the building of
the arts complex.
• UCF's athletic programs are a focus
for pride on campus and in the
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Planning Council examines
trends during the nineties
larger role here than in the U.S.
economy, will further enlarge its
dominance during the nineties,
reports indicate. Data compiled for
the Florida Long-Term Economic
Forecast show a regional service
economy of 679,700 non-farm jobs in
1990, increasing 36.8 percent to
929,900 jobs in 2000. The growth
would mean 82.8 percent (compared
to 81.5 percent in 1990) of all nonagricultural wage and salary earners
would draw their pay from the
services sector.
At least two forces that are evident
nationally, statewide, and locally
fuel the service sector's increasing
claim on jobs. One is the tendency
for families to have two breadwinners, creating the need to buy
services of all types formerly performed by the adult member who
stayed home.
The second is the graying of
America. Older consumers tend to
buy services instead of performing
them themselves. Florida's class of
affluent seniors also buy a mix of
services that track with their economic status: more brokerage and
banking services, for example. In
addition, an older population requires more medical services. A
third factor influencing service
employment growth is the expansion

of high tech companies in the area,
resulting in the need for support and
technical service specialists.

Florida remained a tourist magnet
last year, drawing more visitors than
any state except California. Greater
Orlando accounted for more than
one-third of these visitors who spent
about $5 billion. Currently, 32,500
Orlando area workers are employed
by the hotel industry. This figure is
expected to increase to more than
53,000 workers (a 64 percent increase) by the year 2000. Eating and
drinking establishments are also
expected to flourish and increase
their current 28.7 percent share of all
retail trade jobs.
Health-related jobs in Orlando are
predicted to jump 57.5 percent
(35,800 to 56,400). During this

community.
• Many of UCF's departments are
very strong in applied research. This
encourages significant interaction
with the Central Florida community.
• More than 80 percent of the graduates from UCF seek careers in Central
Florida. According to major area
employers, UCF is their best source
for industrious, well-educated

employees. The presence of our
graduates in this regional workforce
greatly enhances the university's
interactive role, improving the
economic health of our community.
• The College of Business
Administration's service programs
match UCF's metropolitan mission,
e.g., the Small Business Development
Center, the Center for Business and

• Increased tourism, service-related
opportunities
Tourism and hospitality-related
businesses will provide momentum
for service sector expansion throughout the region, while health services
vie for growth leadership. Finance,
insurance, and real estate also will be
solid growth contributors.

External forces

decade in Brevard County, health
services jobs are expected to increase
at a faster rate (60.6 percent) than all
other employment categories.
The underlying cause for the
robustness in projected health
services employment will be due to
the health concerns and complaints
of an increasingly aging population
and increased health consciousness
among people of all ages.
People 75 and older will constitute
mid-Florida's fastest growing bracket
during the remainder of the century.
Jobs in finance, insurance, and real
estate also are likely to grow at a rate
faster than the average for Central
Florida's overall services sector. The
biggest projected increase is expected
in Brevard County; employment is
forecasted to jump from 5,800 to
8,200 (58.6 percent). This growth is
second only to the gain expected in
health services jobs in that county.
Growing public demand for
cultural experiences, evidenced, for
example, by a near doubling of
subscribers to Orlando Opera
Company performances over four
years, could be a sign that the arts
(described recently by The Orlando
Sentinel as having passed "from
gawking adolescence to uncertain
young adulthood") may be maturing
economically and artistically.
• Growth of high visibility industries
In the Economic Yearbook of Florida

Please see FORCES, page 6
Economic Research (publishing the
Business Barometer of Central Florida
and the Impact Series), and the Center
for Executive Development.
• The College of Business Administration is active in developing
initiatives in entrepreneurship,
international commerce and execu-
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Trend, the editors predict that lasers, biotechnology, aquaculrure, space, and film will help reshape
the State's economy. Of the five emerging industries, lasers and space already are entrenched in
the area's economy, while a third, film/television,
has gained a better foot-hold in the area than elsewhere in the State. Mid-Florida is positioned to
profit the most from these emerging, high-visibility industries of the 1990's.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) already generates a regional economic impact estimated at $1.6 billion and is
responsible for upwards of 50,000 jobs in Central
Florida. Laser technology, according to Florida
Trend editors, "[will] propel Orlando into the next
century" on the strength of Orlando-centered
growth that William Schwartz, Florida's laser
guru, expects will double the industry to 21,000
employees and $2.3 billion in revenues.
The film/television industry, though small, is
growing. Some $57.7 million was spent in the
Orlando area last year in connection with the
production of feature films, TV series and specials,
and commercials. This figure is a $41.7 million
increase (last year's figure was $16 million) since
last year and 23 times the amount spent in 1986.
Additionally, Middle East instability and ensuing skyrocketing oil prices have thrust the alternative energy industry into the economic limelight.
In Florida, the industry has the potential to exceed
a sales level of $1 billion annually, according to
UCF's Florida Solar Energy Center.
• Infrastructure concerns
The inadequancy of mid-Florida's transportation system, the lack of affordable housing to
accommodate a service-skewed economy, and a
deficit of infrastructure resources could stall
growth. To the extent that traffic generated by a
growing population further clogs mid-Florida's
already inadequate roads and highways, the
incentive for employers to locate here and for
existing businesses to expand their operations
could be diminshed. The prospects for substantive
improvement in the area's vehicular distribution
system are not encouraging, the East Central
Florida Regional Planning Council warns.
Housing in the area, meanwhile, escalates in
price as land values skyrocket and impact fees are
assessed. Consequently, the "availability of affordable housing continues to be a major problem in
east Central Florida," the council reports. The
average home price in metro Orlando is $96,400.
Likewise, renting is not an attractive option for
income-limited families or individuals, because
average rents in 1988 topped $550 a month.

II. Educational
• Pervasive technology
Technology affects all aspects of society, impacting virtually everything from the way we entertain
ourselves to the speed at which we can destroy our
environment. To contribute to the future, the
general population must be well-versed in the
basic sciences and aware of the societal impact of
new technologies. Citizens must learn critical
thinking and be ready to adapt to a changing
world. Although there are many legitimate
reasons for studying technology, its primary thrust
in a university must be to amplify teaching and
research in the arts and sciences. Students in the

STRENGTHS, from page 5
five development programs.
• The College of Education performs
significant service for Central Florida
public schools mrough its tutorial,
internship, school partnership, and
Teacher Education Center staff
development activities.
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Chronology of strategic planning process
1990:
• April - President Steven Altman forms the 28-person Stategic Planning Council (SPC);
consultant provides process guidelines.
• May — The council establishes five subcommittees to analyze external forces.
• June — UCF community surveyed using Institutional Goals Inventory.
• June — Altman names nine-person Faculty Advisory Committee to assist SPC with evaluation
of academic strengths and weaknesses using academic audits as primary data base.
• August/September — First draft of external forces analysis distributed to UCF community
and open meeting held on campus.
• September — Level I issues subcommittees formed drawing upon more than 100 campus and
community resource persons.
• October — Results of institutional goals inventory published in Oct. 31 The UCF Report.
• November/December — Academic evaluations completed and circulated to colleges/departments for feedback. All administrative units submit audits to SPC for evaluation.
1991:
• January - Final report completed on external forces analysis.
• February — Final report completed on institutional goals/values.
• February — Summaries of academic strengths and weaknesses completed by SPC and FAC
after review by deans. Issues subcommittees submit reports.
• February/March — Summaries of administrative strengths and weaknesses completed.
• March — SPC and FAC meet to review all materials in "matching process" leading to generation of mission and objectives.
• April — Draft of Level I products circulated to UCF community and open meeting held on
campus.

scientific disciplines must learn critical thinking
skills that are often best taught in the social and
behavioral sciences. Students in non-technological
areas must learn the analytical skills that are
developed in the basic sciences. Most importantly,
all students must learn to communicate, must be
introduced to the life-enhancing joys that come
from the arts, and must be prepared to face the
moral dilemmas that life brings.
• Environmental concerns
Public outcry stemming from the Exxon Valdez
and Chernobyl disasters demonstrate the growing
social and political concern for environmental
matters. There is an increasing public awareness
that the existence of all life forms are simultaneously dependent on each other and on the preservation of a clean environment and diverse natural
ecosystems. The unique aspects of Florida's
environment and Central Florida's role as a world
leader in tourism, mandate that UCF assume leadership in research and academic programs that
will promote environmental quality, health, and
safety. Efforts must relate to basic and applied
aspects of environmental studies. We must
broadly educate and sensitize both students and
the general public in environmental awareness,
seeking to instill a sense of environmental ethics in
the community and in its political leaders.
Solutions to environmental problems hinge on a
well-educated public and a work force of professionals trained in the environmental sciences.
Likewise, development of effective programs in
environmental education and research requires
approaches that cross traditional disciplinary
boundaries. Although UCF offers strong programs
in environmental engineering, programs relating
to other aspects of ecology and environmental are
scattered, underdeveloped, or nonexistent.
• Metropolitan university demands
Demands placed upon a metropolitan university are different from those felt by the non-urban
university. Not only is the student population dif-

• The focus areas of the College of
Health and Professional Studies fit
well in the mission of an interactive,
metropolitan university. In particular, the college's programs in social
work, tourism management, nursing
and criminal justice provide opportunities for integrating study and
community service.

ferent, but the university is expected to contribute
to the community where it is located. Though it
must continue to foster the traditional demands
for effective teaching and research, greater emphasis is placed on its community service role.
The college student mix is changing because of
UCF's metropolitan setting and increased access to
higher education by segments of the population.
Today, women comprise the majority of students
in our universities. It is estimated that by the turn
of the century entrance into the Central Florida
work force will be predominantly African-American and Hispanic. The enrollment of minorities,
lower socio-economic groups, part-time students,
and older adults has caused a rethinking of the
traditional mission of the university. The essence
of the challenge of the urban university is to find
ways to serve a new generation of people who
need the benefits of higher education.
• Graduate study pressures
Graduate study should be built on a broad base
of undergraduate education. In order to prepare
students for leadership positions, especially in
scientific, engineering, and professional disciplines
where new knowledge is rapidly created, quality
graduate programs are required. Local agencies
and institutions consistently demand highly
trained personnel who have completed graduate
work. UCF's importance as a supplier of qualified
individuals becomes more evident in light of
national projections that demand for graduate
degree holders in science will far surpass the
supply between 1990 and 2010.

III. Legal/political
• Access issues
Political and legal forces influence access to a
UCF education by both students and potential students. Increasing enrollments, technological

• Faculty in all the university's
colleges contribute as individuals to
the area's government, charities,
schools, industries and culture.
• The Central Florida Research Park
is the country's premier new university-centered research park. Tenants
reflect Orlando's industrial strengths
and UCF's academic strengths.

Please see FORCES, page 7
• The fragile ecology of Florida is
served by research and teaching in
the environmental sciences and
engineering at UCF.
• UCF is positioned physically and
academically to take advantage of
international business opportunities.
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advances, and demographic changes have all
affected how we are regarded by federal, state,
and local authorities. We find our service to our
students is greatly influenced because of and
despite these outside forces.
• High expectations and accountability
The demand for excellence in education and institutional accountability promises to be a political
and legal force that UCF will be asked to address.
Because of shrinking tax dollars, the legislature
can be expected to demand cuts in programs that
cannot prove their efficacy. Whether academically
sound or welcome, such political pressure for accountability will probably lead to legal measures
attempting to quantify excellence. The alternative
to program cuts is excellence in the education we
provide and voluntary accountability through such measures as
standardized examinations,
value-added testing, and other
proofs of effectiveness. This
demand for accountability —
reflected in the CLAST requirement, education and engineering
exit examinations, and other
professional entry testing —
already influence our program.
The desire for excellence has led
to state mandates such as the
Gordon Rule, undergraduate
enhancement funding, and
honors program.
• Legislative involvement
UCF is a public institution of
higher education, and so by definition is greatly affected by the
political moods/trends of
citizens and legislators in its 11county service area. UCF is also
affected by the moods/trends of
the state legislative body, because it is part of the State University System of Florida.
Trends at the state political
level include:
• A growing cynicism/mistrust
of educational bureaucracies,
faculty as well as administrators.
• A tendency to grow impatient
waiting for universities to solve
problems and, thus, legislators
enact their own "solutions" by
mandate.
• A reliance on the state sales tax
and an embracing of the "no new
taxes" philosophy resulting in an
unstable tax base for funding
higher education.
• A decrease in the percentage of general revenue
funds spent on state education and an increased
reliance on lottery funds to make u p the loss.
• A change in the "favored" university status (UF
and FSU used to be treated better than other state
universities, but the trend now varies annually).
• Research direction
The university has made significant progress in
research. However, there are a number of legal
and political issues that could limit this success in
the future. According to UCF's Division of
Sponsored Research, UCF is most productive in
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• The proximity of NASA and the
strengths of local laser, aerospace,
computer, entertainment and tourist
industries provide excellent collaborative research opportunities for UCF
faculty and students.
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the area of high technology (computer science,
engineering). However, current trends at the
federal level indicate research interest in NASA
and the environment; at the state level priorities
seem to emphasize educational research.
In addition, the future of research at UCF
depends heavily on political issues at the federal
level, because of party issues. There are a number
of laws which also impact research activity,
including the Age Discrimination Act, Byrd
Amendment (anti-lobbying), Drug Free Workplace
Act, Disbarment (for nonperformance) Act, Fraud
in Research Act, Animal Welfare Act (animals
used in research), Americans with Disabilities Act,
and laws (civil rights, human subjects in research,
etc.) that pertain to UCF collectively.
• Free speech challenges
A minority of the population is exerting significant political pressure to restrain the freedom of

speech. This movement has the potential for
limiting academic freedom. This political force has
censored textbooks in Florida, influenced the
showing of The Last Temptation of Christ at Seminole Community College, and generally tried to
limit the freedom of speech in our community.

IV. Social/cultural/
demographic
• Cultural diversity
Cultural diversity is a fact of life in Central

programs and services for offcampus education.
An expanding university
• Central Florida's population
growth not only in Orlando but also
in the communities served by area
campuses, means a continued defc-T»-»/H

Florida. The Sunbelt in general, and Central
Florida in particlar, has and will continue to
experience in-migration from the rest of the United
States and the world. The diversity of the beliefs,
values, histories and languages associated with
these different cultures presents a myriad of
opportunities and threats to UCF.
• Globalization of economy
Related to cultural diversity but transcending it
is the worldwide move to a global economy.
Nations are discovering the need to work together
for world-survival, sharing resources, capitalizing
on strengths, and minimizing weaknesses. As
John Naisbitt states in Megatrends 2000 , "Gorbachev says that the world economy is becoming a
single organism and no state, whatever its social
system or economic status, can develop normally
outside it."
Recent developments throughout the world,
including the European community,
Eastern Europe, the Pacific Basic, and
the Far East, show the interrelationships of nations in the development
of that single organism.
Central Florida and the greater
Orlando area are rapidly becoming
an international hub. Many elements
including the Kennedy Space Center,
the Naval Training Center, Westinghouse, the Orlando International
Airport, the booming tourist industry, high-technology, light-manufacturing, and consumer-oriented
businesses including headquarters
and branch operations for national
and international businesses are but
a few examples of Central Florida's
entries into this global economy.
• Liberal and holistic education
Ten percent of the work force
changes occupations every year.
More than half of the jobs in our
economy will soon require education
beyond high school. Advances in
technology are making the skills of a
large number of current workers obsolete. These trends in the work force
emphasize the need for people who
are educated, trained and able to
adapt to a rapidly changing work
place.
Additionally, the human drive to
improve the quality of life requires
informed decisions and choices
concerning finances, health care, relationships, environmental issues,
arts and recreational pursuits.
Many organizations are now
focusing on the physical and mental
well-being of their members. For example, health
education programs have been initiated which
focus on "wellness" and adoption of a lifestyle that
prevents or minimizes disease. Counseling services are offered which help an individual maintain
emotional and mental health by dealing with
personal and relationship problems.
• More non-traditional students
As a result of demographic shifts that are
occurring in the nation and most notably Central
Florida, it is anticipated that a larger number of

• Many of UCF's academic units are
experiencing steady to astronomical
growth. This increase in demand is
paralleled by an increase in the
quality of students on campus.
• The university is very successful in
faculty recruitment due to institutional growth and the high quality of

Please see FORCES, page 8
• New administrators and department chairs have been hired from
major universities. They bring a
fresh perspective to the university,
offering alternate approaches to
governance and scholarship.
• We have available land that can be
used for expansion, including the
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with expertise in the arts areas.

non-traditional students (e.g., older adults, dual
career parents, veterans, individuals who require
retraining to retain their current positions) will be
enrolling in the university. Innovative educational
and service programs are required to attract,
retain, and develop these students.

• A grayer citizenry
Currently 12 percent of our national population
is aged 65 and older; in Florida, it is 18 percent, the
highest in the nation. In Central Florida, our
elderly resident population varies from a low of
11.3 percent in Orange and 10.2 percent in Seminole counties, to a high of 26.8 percent in Lake and
22.6 percent Volusia counties. Between November
and April, those numbers are significantly increased by our elderly seasonal "snowbird"
migrants. Throughout Our society, the fastest
growing segment of the population is those 85 and
older, the "oldest old." Thus, the statistics supporting a rapidly increasing "graying" of America
(what gerontologist Ken Dychtwald calls the "age
wave") are not only compelling, but inevitable.

• Booming population
Accommodating growth and ensuring access to
higher education is one of the major issues confronting the State University System and the University of Central Florida. Both the traditional and
non-traditional student populations are projected
to grow in large numbers. The state of Florida is
projected to increase in population from-13.09
million in 1990 to 15.89 million in the year 2000.
The number of Florida
high school graduates
is projected to skyrocket for the years
1995 to 2000, affecting
the traditional student
population. This
accounts, in part, for
the SUS student enrollment projected increase from the present
166,000 to 244,000 in
the year 2000.
• Social/health service
needs
Rapid urbanization
and population growth
in Central Florida have
been accompanied by
and contribute to a
variety of societal
problems that impose tremendous stress on
family, business and social life. A critical need
exists for trained human service professionals
who can address the social and health problems
which already exist and those likely to develop.
Last year the Federal Department of Health and
Human Services specifically identified Florida as
an area where certain problems, such as substance
abuse, could be expected to grow rapidly. Other
problems such as domestic violence, homelessness,
the need for long term care for members of the
"elder boom," and crime will also continue to
increase. Dislocation associated with accelerated
in-migration will certainly increase due to changes
in economic and demographic forces and in the
composition, structure and role of the family.
• Thriving arts
Artistically and financially, the impact of the
arts on Central Florida is profound. Artistically,
Central Florida is becoming a mecca for artsrelated activities. Disney projects, Universal
Studios, Florida Symphony Orchestra, Southern
Ballet Theatre, Orlando Opera Company, Civic
Theatre of Central Florida; Orlando Shakespeare
Festival, Orlando Museum of Art, Maitland Art
Center, Crealde Arts, numerous art festivals,
movie productions, recording studios, etc., provide a myriad of opportunities — not only for
audiences but also for performers, creative artists,
writers, teachers, technicians, arts administrators,
and arts-related businesses.
Presently, the majority of personnel in the arts
"industry" have to be imported from other areas
of the nation because Central Florida simply does
not have the talent and expertise needed to supply
this burgeoning industry. Need for professional
personnel in all the arts areas is expected to
continue to increase at an exponential rate
throughout this decade. Additionally, there is
increased demand for a variety of cultural opportunities and artistic expressions due to the cultural
diversity of the area. Finally, as the primary
institution of higher learning in Central Florida,
the community expects UCF to provide cultural
activities as well as develop and train graduates
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This dramatic demographic shift presents
challenges for higher education in regards to
teaching, research, and service in gerontology; for
Florida's universities, challenges represent opportunities for national leadership. The needs are
pervasive; effective response will require a strong
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary effort.
Issues and challenges to be addressed include:
• Determining ways not only to add years to life,
but also an optimal quality of life to those years.
• Creating training a n d / o r retraining strategies for
a growing pool of older workers.
• Infusing gerontological content into general
education to counter ageism and promote life-long
preventative health strategies.
• Educating and training a sufficient pool of social
service and health care providers.
• Applying existing and developing technologies
to the needs of the aged, including the development of cognitive and physical prosthetics to
promote continued community-based functioning.
• Planning for increased retirement rates during
the next decade for a graying academic.

V. Technological
• Blossoming high tech
Major high technology industries such as
Martin Marietta, Harris Corporation, and
Stromberg Carlson have been the primary driving
forces in the economic growth for the Central
Florida area and have spawned many other small
high technology companies. These industries
require a strong university to sustain a long term
economic vitality and rely on UCF for new innovations and qualified personnel.
The Florida High Technology and Industry
Council reports that the following high technology
forces are currently at play in the Central FLorida
area and affect UCF: micro-electronics, simulation
and training, computer integrated engineering and
manufacturing, material processing, and biomedical devices and biotechnology.
• Micro-electronics deals with the design, fabrication, and testing of highly miniaturized solid state

devices. The miniature chips are the heart of most
electronic systems.
• Simulation and Training deals with the performance evaluation of highly complex systems without the expensive exercising of a full scale operational step.
• Computer Integrated Engineering and Manufacturing focuses computers to improve design and
manufacturing. Artificial intelligence, robotics,
CAD, CAM, and CAE are areas of interest.
• Material Processing focuses on the creation of
materials for technical applications, damage to materials from high intensity sources, and the use of
advanced technologies to machine these materials.
• Biomedical Devices and Biotechnology deal with
products and technology applied to medical care.
• Space and spin-offs
The space program will most likely be
the best candidate for
future increased funding levels by the federal
government as a result
of the recent turn of
events in Eastern
Europe and anticipated
cut-backs in Department
of Defense spending.
NASA's commitment is
reinforced by the presidential mandate for a
manned mission to
Mars. Martin Marietta,
McDonnell Douglas,
and General Dynamics
are private industries
that have scheduled
over 30 commercial
launches in the '90s. The
space station program is almost a reality and the
prospect of space crystal growing and space
manufacturing will be projects for the future. Satellite communication technology, remote sensing,
and space biomedical research will be beneficiaries
of the development and exploration of space.
• Processing information
Office and educational environments are in
rapid transition. Microcomputers now provide
pathways to colleagues, educational institutions,
business enterprises, auxiliary computing platforms, and information databases across the nation
and around the globe. Electronic document
interchange, electronic mail, facsimile transmissions, and voice mail are essential functions of the
work place. Graphics and image processing,
interactive video, televideo conferencing, and
distance learning via satellite communications are
growing phenomena. The '90s will be the decade
of integration for computing and video platforms
to access and utilize local, national, and international information databases.
• Lightwave to the forefront
Lightwave technology deals with the generation, detection, control and use of light. It is
playing a major role in telecommunications, highspeed computers, information processing and
storage, medicine, consumer electronics, entertainment, modern manufacturing, defense, and
research. Estimates of the economic impact of
lightwave technology range from a $30 billion-ayear global market in the 1990's to a $300 billion-ayear market by the turn of the century.
• Alternative energy interest
Alternative energy technology is a focus to the
general public and state and federal agencies, since
the nation and the world are depleting the fossil
fuel resources. This depletion must be minimized
by conservation and more efficient processing.
The environmental movement, which warns of the
dangers of air, water, and ground pollution from
the continued use of fossil fuels, demands that alternative energy sources be developed.
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